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ULTRA-MATTE.
ULTRA-LUXE.



ULTRA-LUXE DESIGN
Usher in a new age of luxury by designing for the senses with a low-sheen, velvet 
touch, ultra-matte finish. Matte finishes create an edgy yet classic finish to any space, 
while our innovative anti-reflective surfaces allow colors to reveal themselves fully.

ULTRA-CALM PERFORMANCE
Design a warm and luxurious space that delivers a sense of calm and comfort you 
can count on with technology that is simple to clean, can easily buff out scratches 
and scuffs, and does not retain fingerprints.

ULTRA-CONFIDENT RELIABILITY
Traceless™ puts luxury at your fingertips with a wide collection of designs, affordable 
pricing, and rapid delivery. With more than 100 locations in the U.S. and Canada, 
Traceless™ delivery will be complete, in proper condition, and on schedule.

ULTRA-INTENTIONAL SUSTAINABILITY
Traceless™ inspires a warm, natural feel while meeting UL GREENGUARD Gold 
certification for low chemical emissions for indoor air quality. And every surface 
is thoughtfully crafted and SCS certified with an average of 22% post-consumer 
recycled content.

LUXURY. PERFORMANCE. RELIABILITY. SUSTAINABILITY. TRACELESS™ IS MORE THAN A 
BEAUTIFUL SURFACE — IT’S A NEW SENSATION. 
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WELCOME TO TRACELESS™

W I L S O N A R T . C O M / T R A C E L E S S

CABINETS: ACORN VELVET
TABLE TOP: PEWTER VELVET


